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ABSTRACT
This study provides information and insights about the community engagement strategies 
in current practice by Marine Protected Area (MPA) managers and community members 

Recognizing this gap, the National Marine Protected Area Center commissioned an external 
report on community engagement to be undertaken by Master’s students at the University 
of Michigan. Through a literature review, interviews with MPA managers and community 

are communication, involvement, representation, resource limitations, preconceptions, and 

and recognize that it all begins with relationships. MPA managers described six objectives 

the MPA. Moving forward, we encourage managers to draw inspiration from the community, 
celebrate small victories, and share ideas and inspiration.
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Although marine protected areas (MPAs) in the United States are 
typically planned and implemented through a top-down, legislative 

approach by federal or state government agencies, marine resource 
managers are increasingly incorporating more bottom-up, community 
engagement strategies as part of their professional “toolkits.” Managers 
engage local communities for a wide variety of reasons, from raising 
awareness about the existence or conservation goals of an MPA to 
recruiting volunteers and citizen scientists. 

promote connections between local community members and an 
MPA. Community engagement in MPA planning and management has 

variety of engagement activities have also been underway at MPAs 
across the U.S. for many years, there has not been a comprehensive 
synthesis of these activities. 

This report addresses the need to gather information about 
approaches to community engagement in MPA planning and 
management in the U.S. and to share this information with MPA 

of Michigan’s School of Natural Resources and Environment was 

Headquarters, Gulf of the Farallones National Marine Sanctuary.	  
Photo: Michael Layefsky, NOAA. 

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION, BACKGROUND AND METHODS
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enlisted by the National Marine Protected Area Center to investigate 
the current status of community engagement by U.S.-based MPAs.  
 
The team’s primary objectives were to explore the ways in which MPA 

includes an exploration of the challenges they encounter, the key 
principles that guide their work, the objectives they pursue in engaging 

team also sought insights from managers about what might help 

would give to other MPA managers.

Background

Marine Protected Areas in the United States

environment that has been reserved by federal, state, tribal, territorial, 
or local laws or regulations to provide lasting protection for part or all 

protection than the surrounding waters for the purpose of long-term 
conservation. 

laboratories” for conservation ecologists, as reservoirs of natural 

Marquette Lighthouse at sunset with thunderstorm clouds at sunset. 
Photo: Mark Stacey, Michigan Weather Service Forecast O!ice
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resources for user groups, and as refuges for threatened or endangered 

purpose around the world, and they may encompass entire island 
archipelagos, or a patch of water the size of a single shipwreck. 
Examples of MPAs in the U.S. range from national marine sanctuaries 
to national parks and wildlife refuges, state parks and conservation 

closures. They span a variety of 
habitats, from the open ocean to 
coastal areas, intertidal zones to 
estuaries, and the Great Lakes. 

The research conducted for 
this project included interviews 
with people working at National 
Marine Sanctuaries, National 
Estuarine Research Reserves, 
National Wildlife Refuges, National 
Seashores, and National Parks in 
coastal regions that encompass 

run MPA program in Oregon. 

Canada, working with a Wildlife 
Management Area, an Ecological 
Reserve, and two Marine Protected 
Areas were also interviewed.

National Marine Protected Areas Center

The National Marine Protected Areas Center (“MPA Center”) was 

between the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
and the Department of the Interior. The MPA Center is housed in NOAA’s 

and connection point for the diverse federal, state territorial and tribal 
MPA programs in the United States. The Center currently provides 

The MPA Center is responsible for developing a science-based, 

collaboration with federal, state, tribal, and local governments and 

training, and information in the planning, management, and evaluation 

Box 1.1 Tribal Consultation

Tribal consultation is a formal means of communication 
between Federal agencies and the government of a Federally-

the sovereignty of Federally-recognized Tribes.  This process 
is used to exchange information, deliberate, and address 
Federal policies that have tribal implications.  As such, this 
process is distinct from stakeholder engagement, and entails 

addressed in this report, but is recognized as essential for 
working with tribal communities.  The federal government’s 
commitment to working with tribal and indigenous people 

formal support for United Nations Declaration on Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples. “This non-binding, yet historic document 
speaks to the responsibility of governments to fully engage 
with all tribal and indigenous peoples, ‘recognized’ or ‘non-
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or cultural resources are given greater protection 
than the surrounding waters for the purpose of long 
term conservation.

and working in an MPA (referred to as “MPA manag-
ers” for simplicity).
 

close geographic proximity to an MPA.

of the nation’s system of MPAs. The MPA Center’s three primary functions 

Building capacity of federal and state marine protected area 

Communicating with and engaging stakeholders to help connect 

related science, information and tools for coastal and ocean 
decision-makers.

Project Scope

within the three primary functions of the 
MPA Center listed above.

as “strengthening the knowledge, abilities, 
relationships and values that enable 
institutions, organizations, groups and 

use and management and make informed 

exclusively focusing on how best to enhance the stewardship 
behavior of individuals in the community, many MPA managers 
constrained by limited resources also seek ways to harness the energy 
of the community to help advance the MPA’s mission and goals. This 

that MPA managers have for engaging their local communities. 

Strategies to communicate with and engage stakeholders in local 
communities can help MPA managers overcome a variety of challenges 
as well as proactively pursue a number of objectives. Community 

environmental knowledge, build trust among participants and produce 

communities and help them overcome disagreements over resources, 
access rights and management structure. 

The intent of this report is to provide insights about the varied objectives 

ways in which these engagement objectives are currently being 
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pursued by MPA managers across the country. This report is meant to 
serve as a source of information and inspiration for MPA managers who 
are interested in beginning or improving engagement with community 
members. The information gathered here can serve as a tool for coastal 
and ocean decision-makers and serves the third primary function of the 
MPA Center. 

While there are many natural resource management processes under
way around the world that are engaging tribes and indigenous 
communities, the complexities of engagement with distinct, sovereign 
entities, such as tribes were beyond the scope of this project. Tribal and 
indigenous population engagement is critical, and the National MPA 
Center will be publishing a Cultural Resources Toolkit (forthcoming 

their importance. For additional information and resources regarding 

and Tribal Resources in Appendix A. 

Context is critical to the success or failure of community engagement 

account for local histories, dynamics between stakeholder groups and 

Methods

Literature Review

beginning interviews with MPA managers and community members, 

proposal. Topics reviewed included ecosystem-based management, 
adaptive management, current status and history of MPAs in the 
U.S., and community engagement in natural resources management. 

educational materials from various organizations involved in natural 
resources management, and information gathered from past master’s 
projects at the University of Michigan’s School of Natural Resources and 
Environment. 
 
Interviews

Working in conjunction with the MPA Center and a University of Michigan 
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faculty advisor, the project team developed an interview protocol 
(Appendix C) to structure and guide conversations with MPA managers, 

interviewees included individuals in a variety of MPA roles including 
sanctuary superintendents, program and project coordinators and 

resources manager, and an environmental administrator. Regional 
coordinators who oversee multiple MPAs were also interviewed. For 
simplicity throughout the rest of the document, all of these individuals 
are referred to as “MPA managers”. For the purposes of this project, 

community members residing in close geographic proximity to them are 
not necessarily close to one another or an MPA’s central administrative 

                                                          
A standard interview protocol was developed for all team members to 
follow when interviewing MPA managers and community members. 

• What are the ways in which you [an MPA manager] are currently 
engaging with communities?

• What are the major objectives guiding community engagement 
activities?

• What is particularly challenging about community engagement?
• What advice do you [an MPA manager] have for others beginning 

to engage with communities?

• How do you [a community member] interact with the MPA?
• What motivated you to get involved with the MPA?
• What is particularly challenging about engaging with the MPA?
• Have you been responsible for getting others from the community 

involved?

from the MPA Center and the Department of the Interior. Interviewees 
were also asked to recommend other individuals to contact to 
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Each manager was initially contacted via email. Interviews were then 
scheduled either by phone or in-person if a project team member was 
in the manager’s region. Typically, interviews lasted approximately 

knowledge and verbal consent. 

identify and contact, as community member contact information is not 
as readily available as MPA manager contact information. Some 
community members were recommended by the MPA managers 
interviewed. Other community members were approached and 
interviewed while attending Sanctuary Advisory Council meetings and 
similar events. As with managers, interviews with community members 
were recorded with their knowledge and consent.

Interviews took place in a variety of formats and settings—both in-
person and over the phone, individually or in groups, and at locations 

community members. A comprehensive list of interviewees, their roles, 
and their associated MPAs is located in Appendix E.

Digital Tools and Data Storage and Analysis

Interviews conducted by phone were recorded with permission from 
interviewees using the “Tape-a-Call Pro” mobile phone application. 
Interviews conducted in-person were recorded with permission using 
either a handheld digital recorder, or the voice recording feature 
standard to most laptop computers. 

team’s Google Drive folder both to back them up and keep them in 
a common, accessible location. Transcriptions were made of each 
interview recording using the free online Google Transcribe application. 
Documents containing transcriptions were also stored online in 
the project Google Drive folder. Particularly relevant and informative 

transcribers so that they would be easy to locate during data processing 
and compilation. 

Interview transcripts were systematically coded to identify substantive 

and strategies. These results informed the structure and content of 
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Locations of Interviewees and MPA Case Sites

• Biscayne National Park
• Boundary Bay Wildlife Management Area
• Bowie Sea Mount Marine Protected Area
• Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary
• Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge
• Cape Hatteras National Seashore
• Endeavor Hydrothermal Vents Marine Protected Area
• Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary
• Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary
• Kenai Fjords National Park
• Monitor National Marine Sanctuary
• Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
• Point Reyes National Seashore
• Race Rocks Ecological Reserve
• 
• Rookery Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve
• Thunder Bay National Marine Sanctuary

A complete and detailed list of the MPA case sites can be found in 
Appendix B.

Fig 1.1. Locations of Interviewees and MPA case sites
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Online Survey

In order to supplement interview data, an email-based survey was 

Contact information for these individuals was provided by the MPA 

additional examples of how community members are engaging with 
MPAs, as well as additional information on the challenges of community 
engagement. 

• 
been involved in your marine protected area (or that you have 
observed in more than one MPA)?

• 
engagement in MPAs that you think are good examples that 

examples that make them stand out in your mind?
• What is particularly challenging about community engagement 

in MPAs?
• What are ways in which you think community engagement in 

MPAs might be improved?

Recipients had the option to answer the survey within their email or 
through a browser. Recipients who did not complete the survey within 

viewed in Appendix D.

Eight recipients responded to the survey (all MPA managers). We 

receive a high volume of email. In addition, the survey’s reliance on open-

may have depressed the survey completion rate.

Webinars

midway through the project, was intended to help the team gather 

following completion of the project.
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• 

were part of the webinar, which was the annual “partners 
meeting” of the National System of Marine Protected Areas.  
 
The presentation described the research process, provided 

need for genuine engagement in response to the presentation. 
Following the webinar, the client emailed participants and 
suggested that they email or call the team with any additional 

 

• 

including local, state, and federal government, universities, and 

video and slides were posted on the MPA Center website, which 
hosts a number of free and publicly available recorded webinars. 

report.

Organization of the Report

this study that guide their work with their local communities. 

engagement strategies currently being employed. The strategies are 

• Increase awareness and raise the visibility of the MPA 
• Enhance understanding of the MPA’s purpose and resources
• Sustain formal and/or informal communication and collaboration
• Encourage stewardship behaviors 
• Enable others to help advance MPA objectives 
• Instill community ownership and pride in the MPA
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the project as a whole. Finally, references and links to complementary 
resources that may be of use to MPA managers seeking to engage their 
local communities are included at the end of the report.
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Engaging  communities with MPAs inevitably involves many 
challenges. This chapter summarizes the responses that managers 

• What are examples of challenges working with communities that 
you’ve run into?

• How were you able to overcome these challenges? Are there  
any that have not been overcome? In hindsight, what might have 

• What skills or capacities do you feel you need to better engage 
communities?

• What advice would you give to a new MPA manager who might 
encounter similar challenges?

Responses are clustered by six common, overarching categories 

CHAPTER 2
COMMON CHALLENGES TO COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Fig. 2.1. Percentage of MPA managers and community members identifying each of the 
six common categories of challenges to community engagement.
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I. Communication

challenge to community engagement. This challenge includes sharing 
complex information that may technical or regulatory, generating 
awareness that an MPA exists, and communicating complex concepts. 

Sharing complex information

Twenty-one interviewees, including both community members and MPA 

as well as framing this complex information accurately.

A manager at the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary discussed 

In particular, economic valuations of marine resources proved especially 

these valuations were complicated. These economic valuations were 
met with skepticism by community members, who tended to focus on 
the short-term impacts of proposed regulations. Communicating and 
framing economic valuations and other types of complex information 

A NPS ranger talks to young beach-goers about sea turtles. 
Photo: National Park Service.
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Generating awareness

community members become aware of an MPA. Some managers 
commented that it can be challenging to help communities understand 
the purpose of an MPA and to explain why it is needed.

Many interviewees noted the lack of clear boundaries demarcating the 
physical locations of MPAs as a challenge. As a result, the public may 
not know that they are in a protected area. Delineating boundaries 

resources. Unlike terrestrial sites, it is not simply a matter of building 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, inaccuracies in Google Maps exacerbate 

The presence of visitor centers may or may not help to generate 
awareness. According to a manager at Biscayne Bay National Park, while 

do not stop by the visitor center before entering the park. Reaching 
visitors on private boats is particularly challenging. In contrast to 
Biscayne, the majority of visitors at the nearby terrestrial Everglades 

Salish Seas, shores of Boundary Bay.  Photo: Samantha Miller.
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National Park are from outside of the local commuting distance and 
typically stop at the visitor center.

Communicating rules and regulations

involved in engagement and management processes understand 
rules and regulations. Sharing information between scientists and 
community members is particularly fraught.

Balancing environmental protection with public access may bring about 

and Wildlife Service discussed this issue in the context of the Crystal 
River National Wildlife Refuge in Florida, where tourists sometimes 
swim with endangered manatees, a practice that is legal but must be 

Wildlife Refuge, where public beach access during nesting season 

it can be challenging to clearly explain the ecological and legal issues at 

believed that public support for refuges would be higher if the public 
understood their mission.

II. Involvement 

Lack of community involvement and participation in engagement 

their feedback, low levels of community involvement in MPAs arise from 
several factors. These include a lack of interest in participation on the 
part of community members, demonstrating visible impact, work/life 
balance, and a tendency for people to engage only when disputes arise.

Lack of interest in participating

community involvement when community members are simply not 
interested in the MPA or in participating in its management. This 
disinterest may be because they cannot identify with it, think it is 

National Estuarine Research Reserve explained that in her experience, 
some people have a general lack of interest in environmental issues or 
managed areas, so even if they visit the MPA they do not necessarily 
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think about it as a protected area. Another manager mentioned the 
challenge of getting locals to care about the MPA and to get involved. 
MPAs that are less accessible to the public may seem less “real,” because 
they are far removed and not always readily seen from even slightly 

explained that getting people to feel passionately about their mission 

support.

Marine Sanctuary to get community members to connect with and care 

of something “physical that you can sit right there and touch and play 
in” makes it harder for people to appreciate the MPA. Even for MPAs 

protection might not be evident, for instance when people experience a 
clean, healthy-looking beach. As one community member pointed out, 
when communities do not even recognize an issue, it is hard to get them 
to care enough to get involved.

NOAA diver John Brooks inspecting the remains of the USS MACAW at Midway Island. 
Hawaii, Papahanaumokuakea Marine National Monument.  

Photo: Robert Schwemmer, CINMS, NOAA.
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Demonstrating visible impact

Another challenging aspect of involvement concerns empowering the 
community to participate in meaningful ways, which includes ensuring 
that community members feel their voices are being heard and that they 

Work/life balance

both MPA managers and community members undertake and value. 

dedicated to their work, passionate about the mission of their MPAs, and 
are often involved in MPA activities that extend beyond their workday. 
Community members who are involved with MPAs donate a great deal 
of their time and energy. However, there is a limit to what people can 

community, and their work schedules extend beyond the standard nine-

logistical factors, such as inconvenient meeting locations and times, 

Many MPA volunteers are involved in multiple organizations and have 
their own careers and personal lives as well. As one manager put it, 

and they “have lives, and don’t want to give up a bunch of weekends.” 
Finding a good work/life balance and a manageable involvement level is 

when they perceive a threat to a resource, and their involvement is 

problem is that informational meetings or science presentations, which 
are intended to facilitate a deliberative process, may not draw large or 

Islands National Marine Sanctuary commented that public attendance 
at advisory council meetings “is almost a direct function of whether 
there is rule-making going on at the time.” One Sanctuary 
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Advisory Council member in the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary 
explained his belief that there is a “silent majority” that appreciates 
resource management and is content with the way things are going, but 
the individuals who come to the meetings are the ones “who like to stir 
everything up.” Encouraging more consistent community involvement 

for MPAs to overcome.

III. Representation

Impartially and uniformly representing an entire community is the third 

representation, outreach methods, diverse and dispersed communities, 
engaging diverse perspectives, and communication across language 
barriers.

Woman at the Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge wildlife viewing area with bird-
ing scope to observe snow geese. Photo: John & Karen Hollingsworth, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service.
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Ensuring representation
 

A challenge for MPA managers is ensuring that community  
representatives are actually representing their communities and not 

or not. Sometimes representatives will attend meetings and engage 
in discussions but their input will not necessarily align with the actual 
interests or concerns of the groups they are allegedly representing. In 
addition, representatives may not communicate information back to 
their constituencies. 

Outreach methods

Figuring out how to reach community members can also be challenging. 
Should outreach be conducted using telephones, printed materials, or 
online communication? While newer outreach tools like social media 
can be very powerful for communicating with a large number of people, 
they also run the risk of missing entire segments of the population. 
Facebook may work for more urban and connected communities, but 
it might not reach those that reject newer technologies in favor of more 

the Coral Reef Alliance has tremendous success using Facebook as an 
outreach tool on busy and developed Maui, but the same method is not 

information about the community, because younger generations have 

Visitors appreciating the sunset in Seaside, OR. Photo: Joe Otts.
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Diverse and dispersed communities

MPA managers often struggle to engage highly mobile, increasingly 
diverse and multicultural communities. “What is the ‘community’ 

than newcomers. A manager who was born outside the U.S. commented 

family would almost always return to South America to visit friends 
and relatives when they traveled, and they still had much stronger 
ties there than they had yet developed in their new home. Developing 
these kinds of connections to an area takes time, perhaps on the scale 
of generations. Many coastal communities may also have a substantial 
proportion of seasonal community members, people who own second 
“vacation” homes in the area and only reside there for part of the year. As 
with newcomers, seasonal residents 
may feel less strongly connected to 

to get them involved with an MPA.

Communities that are spread over 
large or complex geographic regions 
can also be more challenging to 
engage. MPA managers run the risk 
of missing some segments of the 
community simply because these 
segments live far away from the 

MPA. Reaching these community 

and resources. In some situations, 
such as communities that are spread 

on separate islands, geographically 
distant community members may 
even view managers or central MPA 

hamper building relationships and 
trust.

Engaging diverse perspectives

In communities that have multiple groups with competing interests, MPA 
managers explained that it is challenging to bring everyone together and 

Salish Seas, shoreline of Boundary Bay. Photo: Samantha Miller.
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members to engage with each other as it is to get them to engage with 
the MPA. Individuals who feel very strongly about an issue or who 
simply have what several managers called “strong personalities” may 
be over-represented. These personalities and perspectives are more 
likely to come to public meetings, and so are often over-represented 
in community engagement. In addition, some managers expressed 
concerns about how to engage the “silent majority”—people who do not 
feel strongly enough about an issue to engage. 

Communicating across language barriers

Engaging multilingual communities demands specialized skill sets 

the Sanctuary Advisory Council for the Florida Keys National Marine 
Sanctuary struggles with public comments at their meetings. While most 

Advisory Council tries to accommodate this need by hiring translators for 

it is impossible to predict which community members will attend every 
meeting, and they want to avoid paying a translator if it is unnecessary. 

the local attendees from strongly multilingual Miami-Dade County spoke 

months and in Spanish on even-numbered months.

IV. Resource Limitations

Resource limitations are perhaps the most predictable limiting factor in 

mentioned lack of resources as a challenge to community engagement. 
Resource limitations can exacerbate other challenges. For example, 

funding and time limitations were expressed by MPA managers and 
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Funding limitations

cease to be an issue anytime soon.

presents itself in a multitude of ways. For many MPA managers, the 

data can be intensive. Two additional managers explained that lack of 
funding barred them from conducting outreach surveys, despite having 

having to prioritize projects based on available funding.

Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary. Photo: Katie Davis.
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Funding limitations can confound the activities of MPA managers in 

transportation costs to engagement events. Two other managers 

at events. In addition, lack of funding limits the amount of education 

a challenge. For community members engagement is often an activity 
for which little or no compensation is received, and often constitutes an 
out of pocket expense. Many of the Sanctuary Advisory Council members 
in the Florida Keys pointed to the demands placed on non-Sanctuary 

income. 

Time limitations

Time is another precious commodity when it comes to community 
engagement. Community engagement is not comprised of a single event 
but is instead an ongoing and often evolving activity. Meetings must be 
held regularly to allow interested parties to stay in communication and 

engaged for the long haul.

example, Sanctuary Advisory Council members can be limited in the 
amount of time they have to report to their fellow stakeholders and to 
deliver stakeholder input back to the council. One Sanctuary Advisory 
Council member in the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary explained 
he cannot reach out to every one of his constituents and meet personal 
daily obligations, including work and family. 

V. Preconceptions
 

reaching people who have information and beliefs related to MPAs 
that are inaccurate. Sometimes these preconceptions are relatively 
harmless, such as believing that an MPA is a national park when it is 
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misinformation about an MPA or 
situations in which preconceptions 
led individuals to actively oppose 

preconceptions impeding community 
engagement. This section describes 

distrust of government, expectations 
and misinformation.

Distrust of government
 
One of the most common 
preconceptions encountered has 
nothing to do with any particular 

their association with government. 
Community members report many 
instances of individuals having a 
general dislike or fear of government 
activities. This sentiment can spill over 
into hostility toward MPAs. According 
to interviewees, distrust can fuel the 
spread of misinformation, which in turn can further erode trust. MPA 
managers variously described distrust of government as a “concerted 
anti regulatory agenda” and as a “Tea Party mentality of wanting to keep 
government out.” While the particular root of government distrust may 

interviews.

Inaccurate expectations
 
According to interviewees, members of the public sometimes hold 
unrealistic or inaccurate expectations of government personnel and 
MPA planning and management activities. In some cases, community 
members did not understand the roles, responsibilities and limitations 

which suggests that it can be challenging to set accurate expectations 

report that inaccurate expectations may fuel misperceptions, tension or 

members at an MPA meeting in Florida accused a Sanctuary Advisory 

Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary. 
Photo: Samantha Miller.
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unaware that the Sanctuary Advisory Council solely exists to advise and 
does not make or implement management decisions. In some cases, 

what can and cannot be changed about a process. It may be possible to 
change a date for a community meeting, but not to add an additional 
meeting to the calendar.

Misinformation
 
Interviewees reported that—whether intentionally or not—individuals 
sometimes spread false information about MPAs. Several commented 
that the Internet, and social media in particular, have exacerbated 
this issue. As one community member described it, “Before you close 
your car [door], it’s gonna be on somebody’s blog.” Sometimes this 

example, one MPA manager described his experiences with community 

Virginia.

VI. Sta! Expertise

community members. Five managers suggested that degree programs 

have strong science backgrounds but need additional skills in facilitation 
and communication.

of biologists”) as a challenge for reaching out to community members 
during the early stages of a newly designated MPA. Another manager 
described a struggle she experienced in connecting to community 

natural resource managers.” Communication challenges were further 

outreach and education, so I think we approached it from entirely too 
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Three managers and one community member highlighted facilitation 
as a particularly important skill. One community member expressed 
frustration with meetings he has attended (over sixty, as he currently sits 
on a panel of citizens involved with an MPA). He believed that meetings 
had not properly used the public’s time and were poorly facilitated by 

Consistent with that comment, an MPA manager emphasized that she 

facilitators, and those are the ones we want to put out in the community.”
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Sengagement and collaboration. It was clear that these principles are 
embedded in the community engagement activities of many of the MPA 

about their experiences with community engagement and what advice 

own ways and through their own stories, their responses highlighted 

• Be proactive
• Be clear about purposes and terms
• Understand, validate and speak to the community’s concerns
• Start early, with clear expectations
• Be responsive
• Be inclusive
• Build on common needs and goals
• Recognize that it all begins with relationships

Whether explicitly stated or simply implied by their stories, these key 

about collaboration and community engagement. These key principles 

Scientific diver Kevin Stierho! prepares to descend into a kelp forest at Point Lobos 
State Reserve.	  Photo: Lieutenant John Cro"s, NOAA Corps.

CHAPTER 3
KEY PRINCIPLES FOR EFFECTIVE PRACTICE
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I. Be proactive

Community engagement does not emerge out of thin air. Opportunities 
need to be provided and a compelling purpose needs to be apparent. 
Bridges need to be built, preferably before challenging issues arise. 
Many MPA managers commented on the varied ways in which they reach 
out to their communities and blaze new pathways. For example, Thunder 

meetings held by other organizations, including those meetings held 
outside normal business hours. The Sanctuary Superintendent and 

Chamber of Commerce, Downtown Development Authority, and the 
school board. “It’s not enough to say, ‘Come [to the sanctuary] and I’ll tell 

their meetings and say, ‘How can we help you?’” This proactive approach 
to community outreach has set the stage for ongoing collaboration by 
establishing relationships and mutual respect. “You’re hearing their 
issues instead of waiting for them to raise a hand when you’re talking 
about your issues,” notes the Superintendent. 

National Marine Sanctuary makes 

in the education community, not 
just locally, but through state and 
national teachers organizations. “As 
the education person you can’t sit 
back and wait for them to come to 
you, you have to go to the meetings 
that are open,” she explains. She 
recognizes that it is important to be 
involved both at the teacher level but 

also at the upper levels of principals and superintendents of the school 
district, since these are the individuals who “are going to make things 
happen.” Furthermore, since it takes time to implement new policies 
and programs for school districts, it is important to plan ahead and 
pitch program ideas early. She attends as many meetings as she can to 
share the sanctuary’s educational programs with a broad audience, at 
both the supervisor and teacher level. Many of our interviewees noted 
that taking the time to foster collaboration with the community early 
on, before their help or support is needed, leads to a greater degree of 

“We go to 
their meetings 
and say, 
‘How can we 
help you?’”
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II. Be clear about purposes and terms

Clear communication and transparency through all stages of MPA 
planning and management are important for community engagement. 
Community members who understand the purposes of an MPA, the 
rules, and how these are decided upon by managers are less likely to 

Whether community members are interested in visiting an MPA to 

MPA management, it is important that they know the MPA’s purpose. 

cultural resources? Visitors are more likely to follow posted rules about 
what they can and cannot do at an MPA if the reasons behind those 
rules are clear. One National Park Service employee recommended 
that managers communicate “missions, values, and history” of the MPA, 
which may spark community members’ interest, and encourage them to 
learn more or become more involved in stewardship activities. 

terminology. For example, the term “marine protected area” has negative 
connotations with some user groups, who assume that all MPAs are 

favor of MPA managers trying to engage community members who 

Relaxing on the cli! of the Channel Islands.	  Photo: Claire Fackler, NOAA National 
Marine Sanctuaries.
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are initially opposed, such 

Figuring out how community 
members are perceiving 
an MPA and learning what 
terminology they are using 
to describe an area may 
assist in understanding their 
perspective. For instance, 
confusion over language 
can overwhelm stakeholders, especially when they are dealing with 
complex technical and legal information. One community member 

reserves in the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary recalled that 
stakeholders struggled to understand the terminology used in 
reference materials from other MPAs that had undergone similar 
processes, since it did not align with the terminology used in California. 
He suggests that clarifying terminology can go a long way towards solving 
this problem. “If everybody understands what you’re talking about, all of a 
sudden a lot of it becomes less fearful,” he said. Productive conversations 
that get to the substance of the issue at hand are facilitated once all 
parties have the same understanding of the terminology commonly 
used as well as of the broader mission of the MPA.

III. Understand, validate and speak to the 
community’s concerns 

Community engagement is constructed upon a foundation of human 
relationships. As described throughout the literature, people stay 
engaged in collaborative processes when they feel that their involvement 
is valued and worthwhile for both themselves and the MPA, and when 

managers interviewed emphasized this essential element of their work 
with communities. As one interviewee put it, “people have to feel like 

to get comments that aren’t necessarily going to get incorporated.” 

are having a positive impact on something they care about. 

Discovering and understanding the key issues that community members 
care about is an important step that allows MPA practitioners to truly 
address the concerns of the community. One interviewee who works 
with NOAA’s International MPA Capacity Building Program noted that 

“If everybody understands 
what you’re talking about, 

all of a sudden a lot of it 
becomes less fearful.”
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it is helpful to determine community members’ sources of information 

related to the MPA are developed. For instance, do they get their news 
from the radio, newspapers, or the Internet? How does each of these 

Understanding what community members value helps MPA 
practitioners communicate in relevant and understandable terms, which 
is key to uncovering shared interests and common goals. A U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service employee emphasized the importance of perspective-
taking, or “seeing through the community’s eyes,” and incorporating 
that into communication about the mission of the MPA. “Sometimes 
we get caught up in speaking bureaucratic language and the language 
of people that are passionate about wildlife,” he explained, although 
this is not the best way to communicate to particular audiences. For 
example, some stakeholders may care less about protecting certain 
endangered species, but more about protecting their way of life for 
future generations. Explaining wildlife conservation as protection of 
our national heritage helps community members understand why 
preservation of some species might be important to them after all. 

Teachers and students conduct water quality monitoring on Coconut Island during 
the National Marine Sanctuaries Field Studies Program with NOAA and National 
Geographic Society. Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary.	  
Photo: Claire Fackler, NOAA National Marine Sanctuaries.
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IV. Start early, with clear expectations

Including stakeholders in meaningful conversations at the beginning of 
any process is a vital step that builds trust, promotes problem-solving 
based on shared interests, and often prevents misunderstanding and 

element of early involvement is setting expectations. MPA managers 

engagement are possible in the present and might be possible in the 
future, and they should communicate that clearly to the public. 

of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) commented 
on the importance of being clear with the community about the roles 
and responsibilities of those involved with the MPA. While assessing 
the potential of MPA designation, terms of reference were developed 
in order to “make it clear what we were doing, how we were operating, 
who was representing who, and how we were going to make decisions,” 

Kayaking o! of the Channel Islands.	  Photo: Claire Fackler, NOAA 
National Marine Sanctuaries.
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he noted. Additionally, the DFO implements feasibility studies at the 
beginning of the MPA designation processes to allow for conversation 
between DFO, the wider community, and stakeholders. Feasibility 
studies are used primarily as a way to determine if an area warrants MPA 
status, and it is made clear that an MPA isn’t “a foregone conclusion” but 
rather an exploration to understand its potential usefulness. Managers 
explained that being open and transparent about how the decision-
making processes work and the roles that community members can 
play, and listening to the community’s concerns and ideas early on will 

V. Be responsive

Soliciting and recording community feedback in public meetings may 

community members’ interests and concerns and working with them to 
derive solutions can actually be counterproductive. Many MPA managers 
emphasized the importance of being responsive to community 
members’ concerns, through encouraging them to participate, truly 
listening to what they have to say, and returning to them for feedback. 

with community members in participatory GIS workshops that map 

LtCDR Marc Pickett and Lt. Mark Sarmek wrestle to free an entangled Hawaiian 
Monk Seal at French Frigate Shoals, French Frigate Shoals in Papahanaumokuakea 
Marine National Monument, during a marine debris survey and removal cruise. 
They were successful. Hawaii. Photo:  Ray Boland, NOAA/NMFS/PIFD/ESOD.
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ocean uses to help inform MPA 
planning decisions. She explained 
that connecting with stakeholders 
well in advance and maintaining 

workshops, rather than just 
“calling it a day” after gathering 
data from a single meeting, has 
been key. She commented that 

and the trust of a community “is to routinely come back with another 
opportunity to improve upon what they did in the past, to keep bringing 
the people to the table, and to keep them in the dialogue.” Another 

what you promise when you promise it.” Keeping one’s word goes a long 

by establishing trust and demonstrating respect.

VI. Be inclusive

MPA practitioners also pointed out that the full diversity of a community 
is generally not represented by the people who attend public meetings at 

members in places where they generally congregate, such as churches, 
clubs and social venues. Bringing discussions into the community 
demonstrates a commitment to listening to, learning from, and valuing 
perspectives held throughout the community. 

Multiple interviewees pointed out that it is vital to connect with resource 
users who make their living from the water. Resource users will be 
naturally engaged as well as particularly invested in the resource, which 
may translate to a more proactive community. While these community 
members may help spark conversation and action within the community, 
it is also important to balance outreach with others who may not have 
an economic stake or who may not naturally engage to make sure all 
community interests are being represented. One interviewee spoke to 
the importance of creating a diverse dialogue with input from a wide 
variety of stakeholders, the purpose of which is to show “not just how 
the user sees but also how the community sees ocean use”.

Being inclusive may also involve providing opportunities for 

“...delivering 
what you 
promise when 
you promise it.”
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discussion. For example, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada (DFO) has used targeted consultation early on in the process 
of establishing MPAs as a means of increasing transparency. Targeted 

groups (as opposed to broad, general outreach) within the community 
and engaging in consultation regarding the MPA. Advisory committees 
are formed and provide space for interests to be voiced and for focused 
discussion among the representatives of those interests. For example, 
during the establishment of the Bowie Seamount MPA, targeted 
consultation was used in conjunction with open houses in various 
communities to “provide information and to hear support, comments 
and input.” 

VII. Build on common needs and goals

shared by multiple stakeholder groups that may otherwise have had 

MPA practitioners emphasized the value of helping parties discover 
shared interests around which to build solutions. For example, one 
manager notes that acknowledging similar interests among various 
community members and groups maintains the integrity of collaborative 

NOAA archaeologist and the FT Barney wheel. Thunder Bay National Marine 
Sanctuary. Photo:  Tane Casserley/NOAA, Thunder Bay NMS
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MPA management (between managers and community members), 
especially when many individuals desire to be involved and have varying 
ideas of management strategies. Part of the value is building the trust 
that everyone’s interests are being considered, and that visions of MPA 

member at the Race Rocks MPA pointed out that it is “important to try 

as well.” In the midst of a long facilitated meeting, he had people answer 

Other MPAs use a common history to boost pride in a place. The Mayor 
of Alpena, Michigan, for example, says that the Thunder Bay National 
Marine Sanctuary (TBNMS) successfully rekindled local interest in the 
history of the Great Lakes. A once-thriving shipping industry contributed 
to dozens of shipwrecks in the Lake Huron waters near Alpena. The 

average resident had kind of forgotten about” the area’s history as 
a shipping nexus. He believes that TBNMS brought new attention 
to Thunder Bay’s history—and that it served as a “life saver” for the 
community when recession hit later that decade. The community’s 
eventual embrace of TBNMS can be seen in its community-backed 

Sanctuary of the Great Lakes” beginning 

Hockey Association is now the Alpena Thunder Bay Wrecks, and the 
travel swim team changed its name to the Thunder Bay Schooners.

Similarly, a mutual need for resources 
can foster collaboration and fuel 
partnerships with groups that may 
appear to share little in common. 
The Superintendent of Thunder Bay 
National Marine Sanctuary commented 
that organizations in Alpena, 

working together. He attributes this 
collaborative spirit in part to the area’s 
economy, because there are “such 
limited resources here for everybody, [that] you have to partner to get 
anything done.” Successful outcomes of one partnership often lead 
to the next one. Organizations that have worked with TBNMS include 
Alpena Community College, the local chamber of commerce, a nearby 
Air National Guard facility, the Huron Pines river restoration group and 
a number of student groups and athletic teams. Building on shared 

“There are such 
limited resources here 

for everybody that 
you have to partner to 

get anything done.”
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interests has been a successful approach for promoting collaboration 
and engagement with MPAs and within communities. 

VIII. Recognize that it all begins with 
relationships
Nearly all MPA practitioners interviewed mentioned that successful 

is built on understanding and trust. As discussed many times throughout 
this report, trust takes time and care to build, but its importance cannot 
be overstated. Many managers explained the importance of “going 
beyond the microphone.” In one interviewee’s words, “Managers really 

through a public scoping meeting [where] there’s a microphone and 
people are coming to react.”
 
For example, the manager of Rookery Bay National Estuarine Research 

Keys National Marine Sanctuary took it upon himself to approach 
community members outside of scoping meetings. When doing so, he 
sometimes chose not to wear his NOAA shirt, instead wearing his “casual 
wear” (a Hawaiian shirt). As a result, the manager commented, “when 
they think about Billy Causey, they don’t necessarily think about ‘Billy 
from NOAA’, they think about Billy Causey the person. And they trust 
Billy. They may not trust NOAA, but they trust Billy.”

Similarly, the Superintendent of Cape Hatteras National Seashore “uses 
every opportunity” to help build relationships. He spends much of his time 
meeting with leaders and stakeholders throughout the community, both 
mending fences and building bridges. The Superintendent expressed, “if 
it’s a relationship where you only show up at the door when you have an 
issue and you need something it’s not really a relationship,” a sentiment 
that many other managers echoed. 

collaboration and community engagement in many of the MPAs 
examined. While these principles provide an overarching perspective of 
how MPA managers involve community members in meaningful ways, 

illustrated by real-world examples. 
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MPA  strategies. This chapter categorizes these strategies 

advice for enhancing the potential success of community engagement 

why managers engage with their communities and what activities they 

the desires and expectations of the MPA managers leading community 

strategies managers have adopted in pursuit of the objectives.

Six objectives were evident in the wide spectrum of community 
engagement activities described by managers in our interviews. These 

Increase awareness and raise visibility of the MPA
Enhance understanding and support for the MPA’s purpose and 
resources
Sustain formal and/or informal communication and collaboration 
with community members

communities 
Enable others to help advance MPA objectives
Instill community ownership and pride in the MPA

Our hope is that MPA managers and communities use this chapter as a 
guide for assessing and navigating the particular needs and opportunities 
facing them. These objectives and strategies are not intended to be 
viewed as “best practices” or a blueprint for community engagement in 
all MPAs. Rather, engagement strategies must be tailored to individual 
communities. As one manager explained, “There’s no perfect way to do 

[someone] in Michigan or someone in Louisiana should wholeheartedly 
adopt the Channel Island recipe. It just doesn’t work that way.” To 

CHAPTER 4
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES

“There’s no perfect way to do this.”
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I. Increase awareness and raise the visibility of  
the MPA

precluding engagement before it starts. This lack of awareness can be 
attributed to the relatively hidden and inaccessible nature of MPAs 

People may camp along the shore of Biscayne Bay, oblivious to the 
existence of a national park within their view, or they may drive along 
the California and Oregon coastline, unaware that a system of MPAs is 
right outside their car windows. To raise the visibility and awareness of 
their MPAs, managers coast-to-coast in the U.S. are using both time-
honored and newly-minted strategies. These activities set the stage for 
future, more encompassing community engagement activity.

Novel signage
 
One common and simple approach to raising visibility is signage that 

Marine Sanctuary has placed billboards spotlighting the sanctuary 
along roadsides in northern Michigan, thereby increasing the visibility of 
that MPA. More novel signage strategies have also been implemented. 

Protected Area in Port Orford, Oregon took advantage of the busy 

Exploring the rocky intertidal in the Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary. 
Photo: Claire Fackler, CINMS, NOAA. 
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highway that runs along the shoreline close 

times per year, and their activities and the 
corresponding sign help raise awareness of 
the presence of the relatively new reserve, one 

Rocks Community Team also posts photos 
of their highway mile adoption on Facebook, 
drawing additional awareness about the 
reserve.

Branded services, such as weather 
information

Some managers increase awareness of their 

MPA users in a community. For example, 
some national marine sanctuaries provide 

about weather and sea conditions at a number 
of marinas. This data is available online and at 
physical displays set up at strategic locations. 
The data is branded with the National Marine Sanctuaries’ logo and 
includes information about sanctuary resources and programs. Similarly, 

information about the location of shipwrecks, which are often good 

about the presence of the sanctuary.

Social media

A number of managers report using social media to help raise awareness 
of their MPA. A helpful characteristic of social media is its scalability. 

can repost content from around the web, such as a news article 
featuring the MPA. Alternatively, if time permits, they can post original 
content, such as photos from an MPA outreach program. Managers can 

post photos taken by their research teams, including a Spanish shawl 

Redfish Rocks Marine Reserve Adopt-A-Highway 
Sign. Redfish Rocks Marine Reserve, Oregon. 

Photo courtesy of Redfish Rocks Community Team 
Facebook page.
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These examples represent just a few ways MPAs are increasing their 

it may make sense to take advantage of activities that are already 
happening—whether that is people driving along a highway, a dive team 
doing research or community members browsing Facebook. Second, 

time or money. By tapping into existing activities and needs, these MPAs 
enjoy increased visibility while using resources in a manner that can be 
sustained over time.

II. Enhance understanding and support for the 
MPA’s purpose and resources
 
Community members who are aware of an MPA’s presence may still 

understanding can limit community interest or support for the MPA 
and, at times, result in misperceptions, distrust and opposition. As one 

without some measure of support from the community.” Managers 

support. Five examples are provided below.
 

Students work to become certified master naturalists at Rookery Bay National 
Estuarine Research Reserve. Photo courtesy of Rookery Bay National Estuarine 

Research Reserve Facebook page.
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regularly travel to deliver guest lectures to schools, scouting groups, 

attend events such as the Miami International Boat Show to answer 

Workshops with added value
 

of what an MPA does. For example, Rookery Bay National Estuarine 

their careers. One of the classes helps landscapers reduce the cost of 

an important issue for the estuary. Another Rookery Bay workshop 

help eco-tour guides, naturalists and educators in their careers. Rookery 
Bay’s workshops have spread nationally, with nearly all National 

local professionals and policy makers.

Interpretive signage
 
Managers at some MPAs reported facing a balancing act. They want 
people to understand and appreciate MPA resources, but they also 
want to protect these sites. As a compromise, some managers report 
being strategic in how they market themselves. Shipwrecks provide 
a good example of this strategy. Instead of prohibiting visitation to 
vulnerable shipwrecks, which could lead to violations and damages 
to these resources, Biscayne National Park advertises a selection of 

underwater archaeological trail called the Maritime Heritage Trail. The 

Experiential activities

Experiential activities can also extend into more formal education 

Biscayne National Park has a youth camping program in which park 

Elliott Key, where they expand on topics covered in the students’ regular 
classrooms. On a national scale, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
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Bay Watershed Education and 
Training (B-WET) Program, which 
funds local experiential learning 

schools across the country. B-WET 
aims to promote environmental 
literacy and help kids “understand, 
protect and restore” watersheds, 
oceans and coastal ecosystems. 
MPAs involved in B-Wet include 
the Olympic Coast National Marine 
Sanctuary and the Thunder Bay 
National Marine Sanctuary.  

Creative learning experiences
 
Community members can gain 
a deeper understanding of their 
MPA’s resources though creative 
educational programs that bring the MPA into their own homes. One 

the collaborative community body that helps inform state MPA 
management decisions, and a doctoral candidate at a nearby university. 

university scientists and make a small donation to the Adopt-a-Fish 

a locator and provide a weblink to the “adopter,” who can watch the 

They also receive merchandise such as stickers and T-shirts, which help 
to market the program. Funds from the program help researchers and 

Rocks MPA.

Managers that pay close attention to the interests of the community 

informational needs of the community members. For example, an E. 
coli outbreak in Hawaii triggered intense interest among community 
members about the safety of the water. “People didn’t know what to do 

Bay Watershed Education and Training (B-WET) students 
studying plankton through a microscope in Monterey Bay. 
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary.	  Photo: Seaberry 

Nachbar, NOAA National Marine Sanctuaries.
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and were basically panicking,” recalled a Hawaiian Islands Humpback 
Whale National Marine Sanctuary manager. In response, the sanctuary 

community members together to discuss the issue. The manager noted 
that the sanctuary’s role in facilitation and education is important. “They 
look to us for answers,” said the manager. Although the focus of the 
public meeting was E. coli, the sanctuary was able to relate the value of 

III. Sustain formal and/or informal communication 
and collaboration with community members

While many community engagement strategies emphasize awareness 
and understanding through both traditional and novel educational 
activities, managers also seek ways to sustain ongoing communication 
in both formal and informal ways. Relationships provide the foundation 

and regularly interact with community members and resource users 
helps maintain and strengthen those relationships. Moreover, having 
ready forums for interaction will ensure that dialogue can occur about 

Teachers and students prepare to snorkel at Coconut Island during the National 
Marine Sanctuaries Field Studies Program. Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale 

National Marine Sanctuary.	  Photo: Claire Fackler, NOAA National Marine Sanctuaries.
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emerging issues before they become intractable. These forums also 
enable ideas and advice to be shared in a timely manner. Managers 
pursue this objective in varied ways, ranging from formal Sanctuary 

 
Sanctuary Advisory Councils (and similar bodies)
 

System is advised by a Sanctuary Advisory Council. These councils play 
a major role in facilitating communication and collaboration between 
MPA managers and community members. These councils consist of 
representatives from various user groups, government agencies and the 
public at large. Each council’s role is to provide advice to the sanctuary 
superintendent on the designation and/or operation of a national 
marine sanctuary (NOAA National Marine Sanctuaries n.d.). 

members more opportunities to engage with one another. These 
councils give community members a chance to voice their concerns and 
opinions early during the planning process and provide a mechanism 
for sustained, targeted outreach to the community. Sanctuary Advisory 
Councils enhance understanding and collaboration between many 

Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary Advisory Council meeting. Key West, FL.	  
Photo: Joe Otts.
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stakeholder groups, including federal, state, and local governments, 
 

Sanctuary Advisory Council’s ability to share common ground with the 
community through its diverse array of council members facilitates 
communication and collaboration between the MPA and the community.

federal government.  Analogous arrangements can be found at state 

 

are given a place on the team and are encouraged to participate in 
the management of the MPA, including development of monitoring 
plans, education and outreach goals, and compliance and enforcement 

authority over management decisions.

Regularly scheduled community meetings

Simple working groups provide a valuable method of sustaining 
communication and collaboration. The Monterey Bay National Marine 

in Monterey Bay. These regular meetings focus on the discussion of 

Informal gatherings

formal structured settings. The Thunder Bay National Marine Sanctuary 

Dates and times for formal Sanctuary Advisory Council meetings and 

dates provide a less intimidating opportunity to become engaged for 

informal meetings for mornings or afternoons in order to accommodate 
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diverse schedules.

Field trips

Some MPA managers encourage 
more personal communication 
with community members. In the 
Channel Islands National Marine 
Sanctuary, one coordinator 

way to bring diverse community 
interests together through 
shared experiences. In the 

help stakeholders “get to know 
each other in a way that brings 
in more of a human element 

stakeholders are encouraged to 

trips, because “no one knows 

does. No one knows the passion 
of protecting a species like an 
environmentalist does.” This level 

Community liaison positions

communication. This point person works as a contact and link between 
the team, the community, and the state, which allows for improved 
communication and logistical support. An AmeriCorps member initially 

duty.

Students monitoring the sandy beach ecosystem.	  Channel	  Islands	  
Photo: Claire Fackler, NOAA National 

Marine Sanctuaries
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Online collaborative mapping

While not an ongoing structure, this is a tool in a planning process/
management plan review process that could bring people together 
in a sustained way for a short period of time. Online collaborative 

in the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary discuss possibilities 
for marine reserve boundaries from both ecological and economic 
perspectives. For example, an interactive online tool called SeaSketch 
allows multiple stakeholders to have an online discussion in real time. 

can then be jointly analyzed and discussed. For example, a Channel 

I could say, oh that looks ok, but that’s all goat pasture—there’s no real 
good habitat there. So it’s a really tremendous tool.” By helping people 
to collaborate in real-time over great distances, SeaSketch and other 
online collaborative mapping tools can engage people in a sustained 
way. 
 

Students participate in map project. Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary.	  
Photo: Claire Fackler, NOAA National Marine Sanctuaries.
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IV. Encourage MPA-beneficial stewardship 
behaviors within communities 

MPAs do not exist in isolation from the broader ecological and human 
systems around them. What happens onshore and in surrounding 

ways. Hence, yet another key objective pursued by MPA managers 

stewardship behaviors within their communities. Many MPA managers 
encourage and promote stewardship behaviors in very creative 

these innovative ways are revealed.

Some MPA managers have found ways to promote good stewardship 

competition that takes place nationally in a number of national marine 

but highly rewarding project that encourages people, especially families, 

good stewardship practices. Fee-free participant entry into the contest 
encourages greater participation and provides the MPA managers with 
a wealth of promotional advertisement opportunities.

Alternative spring break

Spring Break often has connotations of heavy drinking and partying 
among the high school and college set, but some protected areas are 
reaching out to provide an alternative. At Biscayne National Park, the 
Alternative Spring Break program led by their U.S. Fish and Wildlife 

clean up the beaches in preparation for sea turtle nesting season. 
Students also learn more about the sea turtle nesting process, providing 

stewardship issue, as well as how to take personal action.

Dive boat operators near Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary 
(FKNMS) can choose to become “
indicates that the operators are knowledgeable about the local marine 
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environment, and promise to share that knowledge with their clients, 
thus helping FKNMS to reach people who do not directly interact 

operators to educate recreational divers about the local reef ecology 
and show them how to minimize negative impacts on the reef. In order 

their boats and with placement on the Blue Star page on the Sanctuary’s 

Tourists are often eager to learn about the marine environment, 
according to a local dive shop owner and member of the FKNMS 
Sanctuary Advisory Council. He suggests that particularly sensitive areas 

to protect the reef as well as encourage more operators to become 

Sanctuary Education Specialist LTjg Carmen (Mica) Alex (far le") presents the Blue 
Star boat decal to Quiescence shop sta! (le" to right) Ryan Trueblood, Colby Cline, 

Matt Hamas and Steve Campbell. Quiescence is the 15th dive operator in the Florida 
Keys to earn this recognition. Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary.	  Photo: Florida 

Keys National Marine Sanctuary webpage.
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so cool and it doesn’t cost me anything! Why wouldn’t I be Blue Star?’ I 
do everything I can to push Blue Star because then we know that we’ve 
got well-trained operators taking people out there.”

Team OCEAN

MPA managers also rely on the assistance of trained volunteers 
to promote good stewardship practices. For example, the Ocean 
Conservation Education Action Network (Team OCEAN) is a NOAA 
program implemented in the Monterey Bay and Florida Keys National 
Marine Sanctuaries. This program trains volunteer docents “to promote 
safe and enjoyable public use of the marine environment and to advocate 
protection of its natural resources” (Florida Keys National Marine 
Sanctuary n.d.). In the Florida Keys, these docents patrol the Sanctuary 
on NOAA sanctuary boats, providing information on the local ecology  
to visitors and teaching good stewardship practices. Though the 
volunteers are unavailable year-round, their input has proved 
invaluable – a FKNMS Sanctuary Advisory Council member notes that 
these volunteers can point out information to those who might be 
otherwise uninformed. In the Monterey Bay sanctuary, these docents 
use sanctuary kayaks to interact with visitors to the sanctuary.

Makai Watch

Taking its inspiration from the “neighborhood 
watch” model of community caretaking, the 
Makai Watch program gives local residents 
an opportunity to help manage their marine 
resources. The program—named for the 
Hawaiian word meaning “towards the 
ocean”—is a partnership between the state of Hawaii’s Department of 

organizations, such as The Nature Conservancy. Makai Watch’s 
activities include outreach and education, research, monitoring and 

on particular interests and perceived needs. For example, a community 
that experiences high levels of tourism may choose to focus their Makai 
Watch program on stewardship behavior education, while a community 

community members cannot be actively involved in enforcement, they 
can report violations and gather information to assist enforcement 

introduced Makai Watch, the state was overwhelmed by community 

“You’re going to 
need more support 

than you think.”
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interest. The Coral Reef Resilience Manager at The Nature Conservancy, 
previously employed with the State of Hawaii, told us that it is important 
for program organizers to be prepared. “When you open a door to a 
community, you have to have somebody there to answer,” she said of 
engagement. “You have to expect that communities are going to want 
to be engaged. You’re going to need more support than you think.” 

 
active agency engagement and community training to avoid potential 

illustrates the potential for the Makai Watch structure to successfully 
tap community interest in MPA management.

Fisheries and boating awareness classes

attend the class to have the ticket formally dismissed from their record 

schools operate. The class, which is free and 
open to the public, also draws participants who 

over one thousand participants have attended 
the class, with about two-thirds of the partici-
pants attending for ticket remediation  
and the remaining third attending as members 

-
cayne National Park says that “of the over six 
hundred people who have taken the class for 
ticket remediation, we’ve only had two people 
ever have a second violation,” which speaks to 

-
viduals who commit a boating violation, such 
as running aground on the reef or sea grass, 
have the option of attending the class in order 
to remove boating violations from their record. 
As an example of behavior they would like to 

park. Snorkelers Ready!	  Photo courtesy Biscayne 
National Park Service webpage.
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V. Enable others to help advance MPA objectives

MPA managers can seldom go-it-alone. They operate with constrained 
budgets and do not always possess the capacity, expertise or authority 
to undertake needed management actions. As a result, managers often 
seek to enable community members and other organizations to help 
advance MPA objectives. Hence, one community engagement objective 
is to enlist the assistance of those who have the interest—as well as the 
capacity and resources—to undertake activities that align with the goals 
of an MPA.  

to build relationships and to train outside parties. As is evident from 

takes the form of partnerships and of citizen science programs, both of 
which are described more fully below.

Partnerships and friends groups

Partnerships with community members and organizations can help with 

limitations. There is a long history of partnerships supporting parks 
in the U.S. at both the state and national level. Many parks have been 
established with assistance from “friends groups” or received ongoing 

Chamber of Commerce event at the Environmental Learning Center 
Rookery Bay National  Estuarine Research Reserve. Photo courtesy 

Greater Naples Chamber of Commerce.
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they can use to help MPAs carry out community engagement activities 
 

One example of a thriving partnership is between Rookery Bay National 
Estuarine Research Reserve (“Rookery Bay”) and Friends of Rookery Bay 
(FRB)
Bay to increase community support for the Rookery Bay Reserve. 
Friends of Rookery Bay invites the public to participate in stewardship, 
research and education activities. It also raises funds from individual 
donors, businesses and philanthropic foundations to support Rookery 
Bay Reserve programs. 

In addition to helping with day-to-day programs and support, the 
partnership between Rookery Bay Reserve and Friends of Rookery Bay 
has led to the construction of the Rookery Bay Environmental Learning 

complete. The Friends of Rookery Bay collected hundreds of thousands 
of dollars to support the construction of the Rookery Bay Environmental 
Learning Center.

The funding to build the Environmental Learning Center came from a 
variety of sources, including the local community, the state of Florida, and 

cooperative and not very contentious”. Funding from local sources may 
have been more readily available and the construction of the facility less 

at the reserve explained that in spite of this favorable climate, it still took 

build the Environmental Learning Center.

Multicultural Education for Resource Issues Threatening Oceans 
(MERITO)

a community in MPA activities. For example, the Monterey Bay National 
Marine Sanctuary (MBNMS) is involved with a set of partnerships known 
as the Multicultural Education for Resource Issues Threatening Oceans 
(MERITO) program, which helps bring marine conservation education 

 MERITO is an 

person under a single, long-term program. The program itself has three 
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professional development 
program for Hispanic 
teachers, college, and 
graduate-level students 
who have expressed 
the desire to learn more 

ocean outreach program 
that addresses the 
need to inform Hispanic 
students and adults of 
the land and marine 
resource connection by 
having them spend more 
time in and around the 

bilingual outreach program 
that addresses the demand for marine science and technology-based 
programs among the typically overlooked minority groups in the area.

MERITO accomplishes its mission by casting a wide net across the 
community. Partners have included at least three universities, a 
number of California state parks, the Elkhorn Slough National Estuarine 
Research Reserve, local parks and recreation departments and school 
districts. Through these partnerships, the MERITO program has fostered 
relationships and ties that it can tap into in response to changing needs 
in the community and at the MPA.

Community volunteers

Some community members are willing volunteers, helping the MPA in 
myriad ways. Some “super volunteers” will often devote many hours 
to supporting MPA activities, often over many years. For example, at 
the Thunder Bay National Marine Sanctuary (TBNMS), a local student 
supports the sanctuary and its facilities year-round. During winter 

he provides interpretation for glass-bottom boat tours, which began 

in a new marine technology program at the local community college—a 

sanctuary waters and learned to use remote operated vehicles for 

MERITO field trip. Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary. 
Photo: Claire Fackler, NOAA National Marine Sanctuaries
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research.

The partnership between this “super volunteer” and TBNMS has obviously 

of taking part in exploring and protecting his MPA’s natural resources, 
while some of the resource limitation issues for MPA managers are 
alleviated. 

Citizen science

By enlisting the help of large numbers of people, large-scale citizen 

managers to stay abreast of the conditions of an MPA. One example 
 NOAA’s Marine Debris Program. While there 

are many components to this 
program, citizen science is one of 
its hallmarks. Since its creation in 

investigate and solve problems that 
stem from marine debris. Given 
the large scale of this issue, the 
program operates mainly through 
partnerships, which include state 
and local agencies, tribes, NGOs, 
academia and industry. Partner 
activities include monitoring and 
marine debris removal activities 
conducted by citizens. For 
example, citizens in Port Orford, 
Oregon, meet at a beach once a 

transects. They look for marine 
debris, record what they see, and 
report the information back to 
NOAA. The Marine Debris Program 

 at MPA 
sites across the entire ocean 
coastline of the U.S. and around 
the Great Lakes.

By employing large groups 
of citizens, the Marine Debris 
Program conducts a larger cleanup 
and collects more information on 
MPA conditions than NOAA could Sanctuary Explorer Camp. Gulf of the Farallones 

National Marine Sanctuary. 
Photo: Farallones Marine Sanctuary Association.
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achieve unilaterally. Community members also enjoy the experience. 

the Marine Debris Program and others like it, get “community members 

and then people have a sense of ownership.”

Another example of citizen science is a citizen archaeologist program. This 
partnership is between the Monitor National Marine Sanctuary (MNMS), 
archaeologists from the Mariners’ Museum, and a dive club in Beaufort, 
North Carolina. The goal of the program is to teach experienced divers 
how to become underwater archaeologists. Participants (divers who pay 
for the class and the diving expenses) learn how to map a shipwreck, 
take underwater photographs and video and create photo mosaics. 

the sanctuary to pay professional underwater archaeologists to travel to 
the sanctuary. The class gives divers the opportunity to learn a new skill 

on shipwrecks. The relationship between the dive community and the 
MPA managers is strengthened through the program.

VI. Instill community ownership and pride in the MPA

Many MPA managers noted that general disinterest limited their 
ability to foster community concern and support for their MPAs. These 
managers sought ways to trigger interest and concern that could instill 
a sense of community ownership and pride in the MPA, thereby setting 
the stage for broader support and engagement. They sought to create 
meaningful connections between the MPA and the community, helping 
it to become part of the community’s culture and identity. As one 
manager commented, “What we need to do is talk to people, get them 
involved, get them into the process. Because once we do that, people 
know they have a place in this.”

Instilling community ownership and pride in an MPA involves overcoming 
the physical separation between the community and the MPA and 
incorporating not only the ecology of the MPA but also the concept and 
idea of it into the minds, hearts and souls of the community. In essence, 
the MPA seeks to become part of the community’s culture and identity.

A sense of ownership and pride can be developed through various 
pathways, such as food. For example, the Catch and Cook program in 
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the state of Michigan is promoted through 
the Michigan Charter Boat Association and 
others. This program is intended to “promote 
and encourage creative, yet safe, marketing 

Catch and Cook, n.d.). Those who charter 

cleaned and cooked as part of a full course 
meal at the partner restaurant. Additionally, 

the experience. As a result, the day out on the 
water is brought back onto land and turns into 
a night to enjoy. It also provides an opportunity 

participants, facilitating the MPA’s integration 

visiting community members.

Fireside chats

A similar education-based example is a series 

chats” at Boca Chita, an island in Biscayne 
National Park and a popular campsite. These 

presentations on a wide range of topics, from 

by both children and parents, and while the children are generally more 

Halloween ghost ship 

MPA managers in Thunder Bay National Marine Sanctuary in Alpena, MI 
made creative use of their facility in the community’s annual Halloween 

the sanctuary, and the visitor center contains a life-sized model of a ship. 

children to have an indoor space to enjoy their Halloween regardless 

visitors. This event traditionally runs for approximately two hours with 

At the end of the night, visitors have experienced their Halloween in a 

Catch & Cook program kicko! at “Old Boys” restau-
rant in Spring Lake. Cook Dan Paquin.	  

Photo: David Kenyon, Michigan DNR.
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resource to the community of Alpena, year after year.

Fresh 45

Local teens in Alpena, Michigan have incorporated Thunder Bay National 
Marine Sanctuary’s re-branding initiative into their own. After sanctuary 

Great Lakes” brand to the local high school’s marketing class, students 
used the momentum of the brand to form their own group named 

th parallel. Its mission is to attract Alpena teens back to the 
community after college. The group seeks to “highlight things that we 
already have here.” Partnerships and events have included dances at a 
workout facility named Bay Urban and a developing collaboration with 
glass bottom tour boat company Alpena Shipwreck Tours. In addition, 

the MPA a part of their identity.

Fleet workshops

increased a sense of ownership and pride among community members 
by moving away from auditorium-style workshops to more engaging 
meetings on the stakeholders’ own turf. The Oregon Department of Fish 

decisions within the marine reserve. The workshops were initially 
held at an inland indoor location, but there was often low turnout at 

The RRCT also invited governmental organizations, NGO partners, and 
other stakeholders in the marine reserve to set up booths at a community 

Oregon Shores, the Surfrider Foundation, and Oregon Sea Grant. ODFW 
set up their own stage where they were able to share their research 
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and tourist attraction, encouraging a robust and diverse turnout from 
the broader community. 

Conclusion

The six major objectives outlined in this chapter are intended to provide 
a compass for MPA managers as they navigate their relationships with 
their communities, assess their particular needs, and consider their 
own goals. The examples illustrated here should provide imagery and 
inspiration for MPA managers as they tailor community engagement 

identify with these objectives may be able to draw on the examples 

programs. 
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The purpose of this report was to gather information and insights 
about the community engagement strategies being utilized by MPA 

managers throughout the United States. All of the MPA managers 
interviewed for this study are undertaking some form of community 
engagement. The strategies for engagement are as widely varied and 

array of highly innovative and creative activities occurring, and the 
diversity of interactions and relationships between MPA managers 
and community members is impressive. While there is good reason 
to be optimistic, the challenges of community engagement cannot be 

insight and guidance.

While gathering information from MPA managers, the authors of 

A synthesis of this information resulted in three observations drawn 

community, celebration of small victories can lend itself to engagement 

These three observations, and community engagement as a whole, 
are rooted in relationships. Ultimately, relationships are at the heart 
of community engagement, and their foundations in communication, 
listening and understanding are indispensable to its practice. 

Drawing inspiration from the community

The community is a source of inspiration, hopes and ideas. It is important 
to recognize that most communities care about their marine resources 
and are motivated to protect them. It became evident during interviews 
that MPA managers are already keenly aware of the community’s desire 
to be involved. An engaged community is an incredibly powerful force 

activities either positively or negatively. 

Many MPA managers pointed out intrinsic rewards to working with 
communities, particularly gaining a sense of satisfaction from positive 

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS
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received from the community. 

Managers can feel satisfaction from knowing that they have formed 
meaningful relationships with people and understand their interests. 
They can also have peace of mind that they have done their best to 

that community members have taken, and are inspired by their work.

Celebrating small victories 

out community voices, build relationships, understand wide-ranging 
interests and concerns, and begin to build solutions with community 
members. However, managers who wish to improve community 
engagement with their MPAs need not see it as an overwhelming 
task. Small victories can be shared, celebrated, and built upon. These 
victories may include reaching out and communicating with a segment 
of the community that has not historically been involved, or initiating a 
volunteer program.

It is helpful to be open to new ideas and innovation and allow for 

ideas can surface. Paying attention to what has worked well in the 
past and at other MPAs is important. In addition, recognizing that 
community members may have new, potentially helpful ideas can also 

contribute valuable ideas. Managers can undertake a number of small 
pilot projects based on ideas suggested by the community, rather than 
committing entirely to a single new idea or following past precedent. 
Small pilot projects provide a chance to implement and evaluate a 
variety of ideas without taking big risks that may draw on resources and/
or have negative ecological or community outcomes. By being open to 
taking small steps and testing new ideas, managers may be able to grow 
small successes into big ones. 

When managers see positive outcomes, they can build momentum by 
sharing successes far and wide. Getting the word out to the community 
that good things are happening, and that better ones are possible boosts 
interest and motivation to keep building on initial steps. Positivity can be 
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contagious--community members will want to be part of something that 
they feel is inspiring and has the potential to grow with their help.

Sharing ideas and inspiration

MPA managers draw knowledge and inspiration from each other and 
from community members. All forms of interaction can have value for 
MPA managers—allowing them to hear fresh ideas, to share the results 
of their MPA’s research, to keep the public informed about their local 
MPAs or to accomplish many other valuable tasks. Regardless of how 
managers choose to engage with each other and with their communities, 
these opportunities to share ideas are critical for helping managers 
excel in their work.

In-person interactions to share experiences and ideas can have many 
advantages. When managers have a chance to talk to each other they 
can exchange community engagement strategies, compare notes 
about what has and has not worked, and share stories about their own 
experiences. When managers meet with community members they give 
an MPA a face, contextualizing the MPA in terms of individual people, 

detail of these exchanges is lost when funneled through phone calls, 

ways in which it is conveyed and the relationships and understanding 
that are created as a result. 

While the intricacies of personal interaction may be removed during 
remote interactions, technology cannot be undervalued as a powerful 
medium for communication. In an increasingly interconnected world, 
people can now share ideas and information in ways that were not 
feasible before through technology. Rather than traveling to meet in 
person with a few individuals or exchanging information through a 
handful of interactions by phone, MPA managers can now potentially 
communicate with large numbers of people from all over the U.S. and 
even the world. 

Webinars, social media, improved video conferencing and increasingly 
portable communication devices now permit large-scale dissemination 
of information at relatively low cost. However, the increased speed and 
relative ease of communication through technology can sometimes lead 
to an overabundance of information. MPA managers cautioned about 
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spending a disproportionate amount of time answering emails. 

Both face-to-face meetings and technology-aided communication can 
be meaningful ways to exchange information and provide inspiration to 
MPA managers. Interactions among managers and between managers 
and community members are indispensable to community engagement, 
regardless of the methods utilized.

Conclusion

This report is not intended to prescribe certain activities and practices, 
but rather to serve as a source of inspiration and encouragement to 

improve existing engagement programs. There is no perfect, single 
strategy that will foster community engagement across all MPAs and all 
communities. Our hope is that managers might relate with the 

examples presented in the report are a snapshot of the full complexity 
of community engagement activities currently underway across the U.S. 
We hope that these varied examples and observations will help MPA 
managers as they navigate their relationships with communities in new 
ways.

Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary. 
Photo: Katie Davis.
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APPENDIX A: ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
HELPFUL REPORTS AND WEBSITES

 

The Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary held a workshop in 

based on traditional native Hawaiian management practices. The document that resulted 

and is of potential use and interest to natural resources managers everywhere.

An external assessment of the institutional relationships at the Olympic Coast National 

by a team of graduate students at the University of Michigan’s School of Natural Resources 
and Environment. The authors concluded that the sanctuary has built a strong foundation 

organizations, and tribes that work with the sanctuary.

AssessmentofInstitutionalRelationshipsatOCNMS.pdf

The authors of this report produced a webinar through the Ecosystem-Based Management 

United States.

management

Hawaii’s Department of Land and Natural Resources published practical guide for 
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Hawaiians to become involved in Hawaiian coastal stewardship. It contains step-by-step 
guidance on how to develop a community program, examples of community activities, and 
case studies of Hawaiian community programs. 

For MPA managers interested in policy issues, this report from the United Nations 
Environment Programme may be a valuable source of ideas and inspiration. The report 
explores how to combine top-down, bottom-up and market approaches to best guide MPA 
decision-making. 

report-web-res.pdf

While targeted at practitioners of MPAs located in tropical countries, this guide provides 
community engagement information that may prove helpful for managers in the U.S. as 
well. The report is made available through the International Union for Conservation of 
Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN).

and-Coastal-Protected-Areas-A-guide-for-planners-and-managers

(University of Michigan), Dr. Heather Leslie and Dr. Leila Sievanen (Brown University) and 
Dr. Lisa Campbell (Duke University). It provides an analysis of the key characteristics of 

initiatives from around the world.

This report was produced by NOAA’s National Marine Protected Areas Center in November 
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representativeness of MPAs in U.S. waters, this report also features brief case studies in 

MPAs protected for natural heritage (protection of ecosystems, biodiversity, habitats and 
species) as well as areas protected for cultural resources and values. 

The Reef Resilience Program is designed to build capacity of managers worldwide to 
engage their communities in reef management and to address the multitude of stressors 

Center. The online toolkit provides online courses, a collection of case studies of successful 
reef management programs, and information about their “Training of Trainers” workshops.

This report was produced by the World Wildlife Fund/NOAA Capacity Building Partnership. 

The report serves as a helpful guide for practitioners who need guidance on the steps and 
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National Marine Protected Areas Center remains a useful source of information about how 
to engage communities in MPA management.

USEFUL TOOLS

The Coastal-Marine Ecosystem-Based Management (EBM) Tools Network, an alliance of 
EBM tool users, providers, and researchers, has provided the EBM Tools Database. This 

information about decision-support tools, projects and resources. The database organizes 

practitioners. Tools such as MarineMap, InVEST, and SeaSketch can be found here. 

An interactive online application designed in partnership between NOAA’s National 

the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary. These dive boat operations have passed the 

proper stewardship behavior in the reef ecosystem and that they relay these lessons 
to SCUBA diver clients aboard their boats. These operators are committed to coral reef 
conservation.
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multicultural education and outreach work currently operates at Monterey Bay and 
Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuaries. The purpose of this work is “to build and 
engage a conscious and culturally inclusive constituency for ocean protection nationwide”. 

of understanding and involvement, from teachers to students to families.

Authorized by Congress to work on marine debris through the Marine Debris Act (signed 

coasts, users, and inhabitants free from the impacts of marine debris. 

This international ocean science and cultural exchange program brings together high 

marine science, and develop a stewardship ethic for the ocean through America’s 

place, interconnectedness, and ocean conservation and stewardship. This program is a 

Environment) Program, and the National Marine Sanctuary Foundation. 
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Communicators Alliance. This campaign’s mission is to unite voices and amplify messages 
to raise ocean awareness and promote everyday actions that protect the ocean, focusing 

decline. This program is a recipient of the Coastal America Award from the White House.

A bimonthly information service on ocean planning and ecosystem-based management 

this publication provides news, views, analysis and tips from experts around the world. 

An information service designed to serve the global MPA community by providing news 
and analysis on planning and management of international marine protected areas, this 

OpenChannels

ocean planning and management is a source of news, guidance, and community discussion 
on sustainable practices in ocean planning and management. Services provided include an 
email-based discussion forum for the marine protected area community (the MPA List), job 
and event listings, and a literature library. 
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APPENDIX B: LOCATIONS OF INTERVIEWEES 
AND MPA CASE SITES 

Miami-Dade County, Florida

 

Santa Barbara Channel, California

the waters around Anacapa, Santa Cruz, Santa Rosa, San Miguel, and Santa Barbara 

primary goal is to protect the natural and cultural resources within its boundaries. Multiple 
species within the sanctuary are endangered, threatened, or candidates of concern by 
both federal and California state government, including the humpback whale and bald 
eagle. The sanctuary is managed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA). Ten percent of the sanctuary is designated as a no-take marine reserve by the 
State of California. 

Accomack County, Virginia/Worcester County, Maryland

by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service. Primarily located on the Virginia side of 
Assateague Island (though with portions located on the Maryland side of the island), this 
refuge’s purpose is to maintain, regulate, and preserve animal and plant species and their 
habitats. Habitats include beach, freshwater wetlands, shrubs, maritime forest, dunes, and 
salt marshes.
 
Cape Hatteras National Seashore

cultural resources and provides a wide variety of recreational opportunities, including 

Park Service. It provides a variety of habitats for many species, such as shorebirds and 
sea turtles. In addition, once known as the “Graveyard of the Atlantic”, the seashore has a 
history related to shipwrecks, lighthouses, and the US Lifesaving Service.
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Florida Keys, US

Dry Tortugas (though it excludes Dry Tortugas National Park). The area reaches into the 

marine life, the world’s third largest barrier reef, and extensive seagrass beds. There are 

administered by NOAA and jointly managed with the State of Florida. 

Hawai’i, US

hosts thousands of humpbacks each winter. Unlike any other National Marine Sanctuary, 
the Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary targets a single species. 
It is administered by NOAA and jointly managed with the State of Hawai’i. 

Kenai Peninsula Borough, Alaska

in the area include American black bears, sea otters, peregrine falcons, and orcas. It is 
governed by the National Park Service. 
 

Cape Hatteras, North Carolina

sanctuary is the only one of the national marine sanctuaries to protect an individual 

 

Central Coast of California, US
One of the largest of the nation’s national marine sanctuaries, the Monterey Bay National 

and plants. The purpose of this sanctuary is resource protection, research, education and 
public use. It contains the nation’s largest kelp forests and one of North America’s largest 
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is governed by the NOAA National Ocean Service.

Marin County, California

by John F. Kennedy. It adjoins Point Reyes State Marine Reserve and Point Reyes State 

waters. It protects both cultural and natural resources, including the historic Point Reyes 
Lighthouse, marine mammals, and seabirds. 

Port Orford, Oregon

reserves. The reserve’s location, boundaries, and management plan were all developed 
through a community-based process and in collaboration between the Oregon Department 

Naples, Florida

were concerned about development encroaching on the area. They formed the Collier 
County Conservancy and began to raise money to purchase lands around the mangrove 

Alpena, Michigan

miles in Lake Huron, it is jointly managed by NOAA and the State of Michigan, with input 
from the local community through a Sanctuary Advisory Council.
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Delta, British Columbia, Canada

of the Fraser River estuary system, and it is considered a critical stopover for migratory 

 

Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia, Canada

between the Canadian Natural Resources Ministry, the Council of the Haida Nation, and 
non-governmental organizations including the World Wildlife Fund. The MPA protects the 
largest of a chain of seamounts with a very high abundance of marine life.

Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada

Vancouver Island in deep water along the Juan de Fuca Ridge. 

Victoria, British Columbia, Canada
The Race Rocks Ecological Reserve encompasses a small cluster of rocky islands in 
the Strait of Juan de Fuca near the southern end of Vancouver Island. The reserve was 

Race Rock Island and smaller surrounding islets and reefs.
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FOR 
MPA MANAGERS AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS

• “I know you’re [job title, name of MPA], and you’ve been involved in [these] 

• 
• How would you describe the relationship between the community and the MPA and 

MPA managers?
• 
• Can you give some background on your MPA? What is its purpose? 

 

• In what ways is the community engaged in [working/involved with] the MPA 
currently?

• (if needed) What mechanisms do you use to engage the community? 
• What are your objectives for engaging communities? (advising on management 

actions, restoration activities, citizen science, education, etc.)
• 

involved? Is it working?
• 

• What are examples of challenges working with communities that you’ve run into?
• How were you able to overcome some challenges? Are there any that have not been 

• What skills or capacities do you feel you need to better engage communities?
• What advice would you give a new MPA manager who might encounter similar 

challenges?

Needs Assessment
• What kind of materials or outreach strategies do you use to engage communities? 

(format and content)
• 
• What has not worked well? Why?
• What kind of training approaches and materials would be most useful to you? 

• 
points

• 
communities with MPAs?
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• Where do you go to look for ideas, support, and help? (Your MPA program or parent 
agency, NOAA MPA Center, NGO partners, professional networks, etc.)

• How much contact do you have with other MPA managers?
• If you do have contact, is that contact helpful to your work?
• What is the means of contact? (email, webinar, phone, meetings?)
• Would you like to have more contact/communication with other MPA 

managers?
• Where do you go to look for ideas, support, and help? (Your MPA program or 

parent agency, NOAA MPA Center, NGO partners, professional networks, etc.)

• How could we improve this interview?
• Who else should we talk to?
• Reiterate the purpose of our study. Do you have anything more to add? 

 

• 
your interests or concerns regarding the MPA? How close to the MPA do you reside? 
How are you involved with the MPA?

• How do you interact with the MPA? How long have you interacted with it?

• What motivated you to get involved with the MPA?
• Have you been responsible for getting others from the community involved? How 

did you do this? (What has worked well for getting others involved? What hasn’t 
worked well?)

• How do you interact with MPA managers? How often? How would you describe your 
relationship with the MPA manager?

• Do you feel that the MPA has impacted your community? How?
• Do you feel that the community has impacted the MPA? How?

Needs Assessment
• If you could make any changes to the way in which you are involved with the 

managers, more access to information)
• How do you think community interests can be better supported at your MPA?

• What materials might be helpful to promote community involvement? 
• How do you get information about the MPA?

• Do you feel that your sources of information are credible?
• What would motivate you to be more involved?
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• How could we improve this interview?
• Who else should we talk to?
• Reiterate the purpose of our study. Do you have anything more to add?
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APPENDIX D: ONLINE SURVEY
What category below best describes your relationship to the MPA? (Check one)

       Other government agency
       Recreational user 
       Commercial user
       Citizen/community member
       Advisory council member

protected area (or that you have observed in more than one MPA)?

In what ways have you been involved in MPA related activities?
What motivated you to become involved in marine protected areas?

• 

about these examples that make them stand out in your mind?
• What is particularly challenging about community engagement in MPAs?
• What are ways in which you think community engagement in MPAs might be improved?
• The purpose of our project is to create tools for enhancing community engagement 

in MPAs. Do you have any additional thoughts on this topic?
• Are you willing to be contacted for additional information? If so, please provide the 

following contact information.
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APPENDIX E: LIST OF INTERVIEWEES AND  
SURVEY RESPONDENTS 

Elsa Alvear
Chief of Resource Management
Biscayne National Park
Homestead, FL

Leo Asuncion
Acting Director
Coastal Zone Management Program

Honolulu, Hawaii

Ben Becker
Director and Marine Ecologist

National Park Service
Point Reyes, CA

Chris Bergh
South Florida Conservation Director
The Nature Conservancy
Big Pine Key, FL

Shauna Bingham
Volunteer / Outreach Coordinator
Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary
Santa Barbara, CA

Billy Causey
Regional Director--Southeast Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Region

Key West, FL

Malia Chow
Superintendent
Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary
Honolulu, HI

Kevin Conley
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Resource Manager
Fisheries and Oceans Canada
Nanaimo, British Columbia
Canada

Flaxen Conway
Professor and Director
Marine Resource Management Program
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR

Mimi D’Iorio
GIS Manager
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Salinas, CA

Superintendent
Thunder Bay National Marine Sanctuary
Alpena, MI

Karen Grimmer
Resource Protection Coordinator
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
Salinas, CA

Sean Hastings
Policy Coordinator
Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary
Santa Barbara, CA

Lou Hinds
Refuge Manager
Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge
Chincoteague, VA

Laure Katz
Director
Seascapes Program
Conservation International
Washington, D.C.

Charles Lawson
Park Archaeologist
Biscayne National Park
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Homestead, FL
Gary Lytton
Environmental Administrator
Rookery Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve
Naples, FL

Petra MacGowan
Reef Resilience Program Manager
The Nature Conservancy
Seattle, WA

Marine Resource Management Specialist 
National Park Service (WASO) 
Ocean and Coastal Resources Branch 
Washington, DC

Vanessa McDonough
Fishery and Wildlife Biologist 
National Park Service 
Biscayne National Park 
Homestead, FL 

Sean Morton
Sanctuary Superintendent
Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary
Key Largo, FL

Benjamin Pister
Marine Ecologist
Cabrillo National Monument
National Park Service
San Diego, CA

Tyson Rasor
Project Coordinator

Port Orford, OR

Shannon Ricles
Education and Outreach Coordinator
Monitor National Marine Sanctuary
Newport News, VA

Joe Schumacker
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Marine Resources Scientist
Quinault Dept. of Fisheries
Taholah, WA 

Tabitha Stadler
Research Project Lead
Rookery Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve
Naples, FL

Paul Ticco
Regional Coordinator--U.S. East Coast
NOAA National Marine Sanctuaries
Silver Spring, MD

Barclay Trimble
Superintendent
Cape Hatteras National Seashore, 
Fort Raleigh National Historic Site, 
Wright Brothers National Memorial
Manteo, NC

Charles Wahle
Senior Scientist
NOAA National MPA Center
Monterey, CA

Anne Walton
Project Coordinator 
MPA Management Capacity Building Program
NOAA National Marine Sanctuary Program
Silver Spring, MD

Bret Wolfe
Marine Program Coordinator
National Wildlife Refuge System
Marine Program
Arlington, VA

Sarah Allen
Ocean and Coastal Resources Program Lead

San Francisco, CA
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Sarah Biegel
National Environmental Policy Act Coordinator

Monterey, CA

Robert Brock
Marine Biologist
National Marine Protected Areas Center
Silver Spring, MD

Jessica Coakley
Fishery Plan Coordinator
Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council
Dover, DE

Susan Langley
Maryland State Underwater Archaeologist
Maryland Historical Trust
Crownsville, MD

Victor Mastone
Director/Chief Archaeologist
Board of Underwater Archaeological Resources
Boston, MA

Kyle Murphy

Washington State Department of Natural Resources
Olympia, WA

Jim Spirek
State Underwater Archaeologist
South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology
University of South Carolina
Columbia, SC


